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Abstract. Hypothesis testing is a challenging topic for many students in
introductory university statistics courses. In this paper we explore how automated feedback in an Intelligent Tutoring System can foster students’ ability to
carry out hypothesis tests. Students in an experimental group (N = 163) received
elaborate feedback on the structure of the hypothesis testing procedure, while
students in a control group (N = 151) only received veriﬁcation feedback.
Immediate feedback effects were measured by comparing numbers of attempted
tasks, complete solutions, and errors between the groups, while transfer of feedback effects was measured by student performance on follow-up tasks. Results
show that students receiving elaborate feedback solved more tasks and made
fewer errors than students receiving only veriﬁcation feedback, which suggests
that students beneﬁted from the elaborate feedback.
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1 Introduction
Hypothesis testing is widely used in scientiﬁc research, and is therefore covered in most
introductory statistics courses in higher education [2]. The topic is challenging for many
students, because it requires an ability to follow a complex line of reasoning involving
several abstract concepts and uncertainty [4, 6]. Students struggle to understand the
role and interdependence of the concepts, or, in other words, the structure of hypothesis
tests [14]. Appropriate feedback might support students in comprehending this structure. It should not only address the content of a current step, but also its relation to
earlier steps. An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) can provide such sophisticated
feedback on the level of steps and can provide diagnostics of student errors [11].
Feedback on the step level is generally more effective than feedback on the level of
complete solutions [16].
Although ITSs vary considerably in design, they generally contain an expert
knowledge module, a student model module, a tutoring module, and a user interface
module [11]. Of these four components, the expert knowledge module, also referred to
as domain reasoner [7], is the most domain-dependent. Two important paradigms for
constructing domain reasoners are model-tracing, in which the ITS checks that a student
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follows the rules of a model solution [1], and constraint-based modeling, in which the
ITS checks whether a student violates constraints [10]. There exist ITSs that support
hypothesis testing based on either of these approaches [9]. We combined the two in a
single ITS supporting hypothesis tests. The contribution of this paper is a thorough
evaluation of the impact of the combined ITS’s feedback, which especially addresses the
structure of hypothesis tests, on students’ problem-solving behavior. It is guided by the
question: does automated intelligent feedback on the structure of hypothesis tests
contribute to student proﬁciency in carrying out hypothesis tests?

2 Methods
The domain reasoner for hypothesis testing is based on the Ideas framework [8], with a
model-tracing approach as starting point, adding constraint-based modeling to identify
inconsistencies in solution structure. For a description of its design, see [13].
The study consisted of a randomized controlled experiment in the context of a
compulsory statistics course for ﬁrst-year psychology students at a Dutch university.
Students enrolled in the course were divided randomly into an experimental group
(310 students) and a control group (309 students). Consent for the study was given by
163 students in the experimental group and 151 students in the control group. Participants
were between 17 and 31 years old (M = 19.3, SD = 1.7) and 77% were female.
In ﬁve weeks of the ten-week course students received online homework sets in the
Freudenthal Institute’s Digital Mathematics Environment (DME; see [3]). The three
homework sets that concerned hypothesis testing each contained two tasks in which
students were asked to construct hypothesis tests by selecting steps from a drop-down
menu and to completing these steps. For an example, see [13].
Two versions of the homework sets were designed: an experimental version with
feedback on steps in the hypothesis testing procedure by the domain reasoner, and a
control version with veriﬁcation feedback on the contents of single steps only. Consequently, in the experimental version correct solutions needed to include four essential
steps, since otherwise constraints would be violated. In the control version correct
solutions only needed to include a correct conclusion about the null hypothesis.
Data for this study consisted of logs of the students’ actions on the online homework sets, including all attempts students made to ﬁnd correct answers, and all feedback requests. After exporting the logs from the DME, logs from students who did not
give consent were deleted and all other logs were anonymized.
Three measures were used to assess immediate effects of feedback condition on the
students’ ability to solve hypothesis testing tasks: the number of tasks in which students
attempted to construct steps, the number of tasks that students solved, and the number
of errors students made in hypothesis test structure. Since samples were large, independent samples t-tests were used for all comparisons between groups [5]. Besides t-tests
to compare groups over all tasks simultaneously, graphical representations were used to
assess the differences between groups over time.
As promising effects of feedback on student performance do not automatically
guarantee transfer to new tasks [12], student performance on follow-up tasks was also
evaluated. From the three homework sets follow-up tasks on hypothesis testing were
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selected. For each student who received feedback on constructed steps at least once the
ratio between number of selected tasks immediately answered correct and number of
selected tasks attempted was calculated and ratios were compared between groups.

3 Results
In the hypothesis testing tasks students could choose to only ﬁll in ﬁnal answers,
without constructing steps. Table 1 contains the mean number of tasks students worked
on, the mean number of tasks in which they attempted to construct steps, and the mean
number of complete solutions. In both groups, students attempted to construct steps for
almost 80% of the tasks they worked on. The t-tests yielded no signiﬁcant differences
between groups. For the number of complete solutions, however, examining individual
tasks did reveal different patterns. Figure 1 (left) displays the percentage of students
who found complete solutions per task, as percentage of students who attempted to
construct steps. For the ﬁrst three tasks the control group outperformed the experimental group, while for the latter three tasks this was reversed.
Table 1. Mean number of tasks students worked on, constructed steps for and solved

Tasks worked on
Tasks tried constructing steps
Tasks with complete solution

Experimental group
(N = 163)
4.8 (1.5)
3.8 (1.7)
1.7 (1.8)

Control group
(N = 151)
4.9 (1.5)
3.9 (1.6)
2.0 (1.7)

t
(df = 312)
0.86
0.62
1.33

p
.391
.537
.184

Fig. 1. Percentage of students who correctly solved tasks according to group’s assessment
criteria (left) and mean number of errors in solution structure (right)

The ﬁnal measure of immediate feedback effects was the number of errors students
made in the structure of their hypothesis tests. The domain reasoner could diagnose 15
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different errors in hypothesis test structure, such as a missing alternative hypothesis. On
average, students in the experimental group made 1.12 (SD = 0.79) different structure
errors per solution, while students in the control group made 1.42 (SD = 0.86) errors,
which was signiﬁcantly more, t(312) = 3.22, p = .001, Cohen’s d = .36. The graph in
Fig. 1 (right) shows that in both groups the number of structure errors decreased over
tasks, but this trend was stronger in the experimental group.
Regarding transfer to follow-up tasks, students in the experimental group (N = 158)
and the control group (N = 147) were found to perform similarly: the mean ratio of
correct answers was 0.72 (SD = 0.07) in the experimental group and 0.71 (SD = 0.08)
in the control group. This implies that the domain reasoner feedback did not lead to
better performance on follow-up tasks than veriﬁcation feedback alone.

4 Conclusion and Discussion
We have evaluated the influence of ITS feedback addressing hypothesis test structure on
student proﬁciency in carrying out hypothesis tests. The ITS feedback seemed to affect
students’ success in solving tasks completely; while students receiving ITS feedback
performed worse than students receiving only veriﬁcation feedback on the ﬁrst three
tasks, they outperformed the control group in the ﬁnal three tasks, even with stricter
assessment criteria. Additionally, students receiving ITS feedback made signiﬁcantly
fewer errors in hypothesis test structure than students receiving veriﬁcation feedback
only. This suggests that after familiarization, the ITS feedback effectively supported
students in resolving their misunderstandings. This is in line with earlier ﬁndings that
elaborate feedback is more effective than veriﬁcation feedback [15]. Performance on
follow-up tasks did not differ between groups, which implies that there was no automatic
transfer from the positive results of the ITS feedback.
Such a lack of transfer has been found more often [12]. Here it could be caused by
the design of the follow-up tasks, none of which speciﬁcally addressed the structure of
hypothesis tests. From a research perspective, availability of tasks addressing the
structure could have provided more insight in transfer of ITS feedback effects. From an
educational perspective, availability of such tasks would have been valuable too, to
avoid that students rely too much on the ITS feedback [12].
A second limitation of the study was that in this ﬁrst large-scale implementation of
the domain reasoner inevitably some unclarities became apparent. Nonetheless, even
though sometimes receiving confusing feedback, students in general kept attempting
the tasks and, as the results above show, did still beneﬁt from the feedback.
Overall, this study has demonstrated that combining the model-tracing and
constraint-based modeling paradigms can result in effective feedback on the structure
of hypothesis tests. A challenging aspect of hypothesis testing that is not yet addressed
by the ITS feedback is the role of uncertainty in the interpretation of the results from
hypothesis tests [4]. Future research could focus on broadening the scope of the domain
reasoner for hypothesis testing to include this reasoning with uncertainty.
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